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Chapter 1
a history of the peruvian
CinematiC tradition
It is risky to speak of a “History of Peruvian Cinema,” mainly because what
has been filmed in Peru has been very limited and we can truly affirm that
Peruvian filmmaking has not yet gone beyond its “prehistoric” phase. Because of this, think of this “history of Peruvian cinema,” as we call it, in the
broadest and most general sense.
— “IntroduccIón a una vIsIón InformatIvo-crítIca,” HABLEMOS DE
CINE (november 1969–february 1970)

Isaac León’s introductory statements in his first attempt at delineating a history of
Peruvian filmmaking within the pages of Hablemos de cine has the characteristic
tone of the time of its writing in the late 1960s. Not only in Peru, but in cinematic
traditions as varied as those of France, Cuba, and even the United States, the late
1960s marked the rise of “new cinemas,” characterized just by using the moniker
“new,” as disavowing, rejecting, or at best being disdainful of what came before.
The reality, of course, is much different: like many countries, Peruvian cinema has
a long tradition that goes back to the end of the nineteenth century and the variety
of films made within the country since then were shaped by a variety of political,
social, and economic influences, both filmic and otherwise.1

early cinematic experiences
Motion pictures debuted in Peru, as in the rest of the world, at the end of the
nineteenth century with the arrival of Thomas Edison’s Vitascope in Lima on
15
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January 2, 1897. The first screening of Edison’s short films, attended by President
Nicolás de Piérola as well as other invited guests and dignitaries, was held at the
Strasboug Salon, an upscale café in cental Lima. Two days later, the apparatus
traveled to the upper-class vacation districts of Chorrillos and Barranco, before
leaving the country at the end of the month. Exactly a month after Edison’s machine had arrived, the same public screened — and preferred — the presentation of
the Lumière brothers’ Cinematograph and the screening of The Arrival of a Train
over the more scientific American presentation.
The Strasbourg Salon (described by Ricardo Bedoya as “a recreational area
of landholders and electors, of men of the earth and established members of the
political class”) is notable as exhibition space because it identifies filmgoing as
an upper-class activity even at the very arrival of cinema to Peru.2 As such, local
production at the turn of the century logically also catered to the bourgeois cinemagoer, reflecting that perspective of national identity through such images as
the Cathedral in Lima (La semana santa en Lima [Holy Week in Lima], 1912) or
the new road “taming” the wild jungle (Viaje al interior del Perú [ Journey to the
Center of Peru], 1910). Fiction films produced during the silent period were often
set in luxurious mansions and estates in Barranco and Miraflores, showcasing a
familiar lifestyle for the upper-class viewer. The first major national fiction production, Negocio al agua (Business in the Water, 1912), showcased the attempts of
two “ragamuffins” vying for the attention of a millionairess who has already been
betrothed to an “honorable” (that is, wealthy) man. The film was financed by
the same company that owned the major movie palaces in Lima, Cinema Teatro,
which produced several local productions during this period, strengthening its
connection with the upper-class clientele it coveted.
Despite this catering to the upper classes at the level of content, alternate
viewing spaces for lower-class viewers emerged as early as 1908. First-run movies with complete orchestral accompaniment would screen at the European- and
Hollywood-style movie palaces built in downtown Lima, also the center of other
cultural activities oriented to upper-class tastes such as theaters and concert halls.
A “second-tier” business for lower-class families and children known to this day
as cines de barrio (neighborhood theaters) consisted of smaller movie houses or,
more commonly, “movie tents,”3 accompanied by piano in the working-class
and residential neighborhoods of Lima. This two-tier distribution allowed films
to be accessible across class divides in Lima, while also effectively maintaining
a class division. Not until the coming of the sound era, with its prefabricated
soundtracks, would there be a more even exhibition experience among classes.
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the 1930s and early 1940s: amauta films
The emergence of cines de barrio required films that focused on less bourgeois
themes and locales. A number of small local production companies generated
silent films (including Compañía Internacional Cinematográfica, which was responsible for the Cine Teatro chain of theaters and which produced most of the
earliest features geared toward the bourgeoisie, followed by Patria Film and Lux
Film later in the 1920s) but the arrival of sound helped found Amauta Films in
1937, which would be the first sustained attempt at creating a production company in Peru. As in most other countries, film was but one of several attractions in
a cabaret-type setting that included vaudeville and other comedy acts. In the cines
de barrio, where actors played out small, locally influenced satires that included
“traditional” Peruvian costumes and music, this variety was even more prevalent,
because this localized approach was already intrinsic to a certain population’s
viewing experience. Filming cinematic versions of the same was a natural progression, particularly with the arrival of sound when the local music and accent could
be recorded, thereby reaching a bigger audience. Producer Felipe Varela La Rosa
flaunted Amauta’s nationalistic ideals, publishing the company’s overall goals in a
local magazine in July 1937, a month before the release of its first film:
1. To impose our language and our customs on the screen.
2. To print them in “books of film” [libros de celuloide], which the public
prefers.
3. To end the prejudice against inferior films in Spanish.
4. To reveal our virgin landscape to the world.
5. To enable foreigners to admire our music and our environment.
6. To elevate the best elements of our local theater and radio.
7. To join together elements of good taste and box-office success.
8. To exhibit local films because they are of good quality and not because
they are Peruvian.
9. To conquer the continental market, both economically and in terms of
technical ability.4
The intentions of Amauta Films were impressively ambitious, aiming to “conquer” not only the national market but, evidenced from the wording of points 4,
5, 8 and 9, international markets as well.
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Palomillas del Rímac (The Rímac Rascals, 1938) is a typical example of an
Amauta production.5 Although some of Amauta’s films were set in the northern
highlands or the jungle, the film’s title references the working-class neighborhood in the capital called Rímac, which is also the name of the only river that
runs through Lima; palomilla, meanwhile, referred to the Peruvian version of
the urban young man on the street corner characterized by his carefree attitude,
his penchant for small jobs and his constant chatting-up of young women who
passed.6 In the film, two palomillas, Juan and Pedro, are living day-to-day in
Rímac. Though Juan loves a neighborhood girl named Julia, he doesn’t feel complete because he “never knew his mother”; Pedro is also unhappy because his own
mother is extremely ill. Luck comes their way when they win the lottery, allowing
them to move to a better neighborhood. They discover, however, that they were
much happier where they were before and eventually move back to their old
neighborhood. The key to this film’s overwhelming success was the re-creation of
the barrios limeños, complete with the geographical maze of side passages (callejones), the unique personages common to these less elite suburbs of Lima, and the
criollo songs heard throughout the narrative.7
After four years of financially successful pictures, Amauta Films came to an
abrupt halt in 1940. The studio’s demise was partially due to the great number
of problems surrounding what would be their last film: Barco sin rumbo (A Boat
Off-Course, 1940), a “comedic film noir” set in the port city of Callao whose
plot involved the depiction of a black market. After orchestrating a successful
coup in 1933 and invalidating elections in 1936 to remain in power for another
three years, President Oscar Benavides maintained a strong rightist government.
By the end of the decade, however, two leftist groups — the communist party led
by intellectual Marxist Juan Carlos Mariátegui and the leftist APRA led by Oscar
Haya de la Torre — both gained enough power to pose a significant threat to
Benavides’s rule. Seeking to quell any possible criticism of the current regime, the
government passed the Law for the Social Defense and Internal Security of the
Republic in February 1937, quashing any form of communication, “verbal, written or otherwise,” that presented “false information designed to alter the public
order or damage the prestige of the country.”8 This law directely affected Barco
sin rumbo, which, although not explicitly embracing either Aprista or Communist ideas, presented what the censor board called the “false” existence of a black
market. Amauta Films spent a great amount of time and money fighting the decision, finally agreeing to certain cuts for a 1940 release. The film nevertheless failed
both critically and at the box office. The lawsuit and delayed release subverted
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the company’s business model of spending the profits of each film to increase the
production quality of the following film, and the company did not produce any
films after 1940, becoming instead a local distributor of primarily Argentine and
Mexican films.
The fledgling studio might have been able to afford the materials to make a
new film had it not been for a series of events both international and national that
conspired against the small company. Most Latin American production companies, lacking both the materials and the expertise to produce celluloid, purchased
from firms in the United States such as Kodak. The outbreak of World War II diverted the raw materials used to make celluloid into weapons production, making
film stock scarce and causing the United States to limit the amount of celluloid it
could send abroad. Of the three Spanish-speaking film industries gaining strength
at this time, only Mexico allied itself with the United States against the Axis powers, while the other two (Spain and Argentina) remained neutral. Hollywood thus
concentrated its efforts in aiding — both with expertise and raw materials — the
quickly developing Mexican industry.9 While the Golden Age of Mexican Cinema
began in the early 1940s, other local cinemas throughout Latin America collapsed
soon after 1943, despite the fact that home-grown films might appeal to their own
audiences with more familiar themes, dialects, and music. With what amounted
to a single production company in jeopardy (as opposed to an entire booming industry in Mexico) Peruvian cinema was of little concern to U.S. interests, political
or economic.

film culture in Lima in the 1950s and 1960s
In the twenty years following the failure of Amauta Films’ Barco sin rumbo, virtually no Peruvian films of note were produced. None of the seven feature-length
fiction films made between 1940 and 1960 saw favorable critical or box-office
results. That said, a number of U.S. productions filmed on location in Peru in the
1950s, including the second units of John Sturges’s The Old Man and the Sea
(Warner Brothers, 1958), then under the direction of Fred Zinnemann, which
sent novelist Ernest Hemingway with a crew on a failed attempt to film the catch
of the protagonist giant marlin; and Secret of the Incas (Paramount, Jerry Hopper, 1953), a Charleton Heston vehicle whose exteriors were shot in Cuzco. The
allure of Inca culture, particularly as embodied in the visual representation of the
“lost city” of Macchu Picchu, brought several foreign productions to the Andean
region. The 1950s also saw some reorganization of the official state censor board,
bringing in stricter guidelines concerning its composition as well as the ratings
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system applied to national films, international films, and the popular new medium
of television.
Although cinematic production levels decreased significantly in the 1950s,
a film culture fell into place in Peru during the same period, with the cine-club
emerging as an alternative form of exhibition throughout Latin America.10 Polishborn lawyer Andrés Ruszkowski founded the first publicly advertised cine-club
in Lima in 1952 while teaching at the premiere private university in Peru, the
Pontificia Universidad Católica. Inspired by cine-clubs that he attended while in
Europe, Ruszkowki founded both the Cine Forum and the Cine Club de Lima,
which screened films “chosen under artistic or cultural criteria and presented with
the intention of promoting discussion about the qualities” of the medium itself.
The interpretation of these qualities, however, was rather flexible. For example,
the first films projected for Cine Forum were Dieu a Besoin des Hommes (God
Needs Men/Isle of Sinners, France, Delannoy, 1950) and Rope (United States,
Hitchcock, 1948), while the first film shown at the Cine Club de Lima was Jeux
Interdits (Forbidden Games, France, Clement, 1951).11 The club also organized
postscreening forums to discuss either the films themselves or the “human values”
espoused by the local chapter of the Office Catholique International du Cinéma
(commonly known as the OCIC), a group dedicated to both moral vigilance and
cinematic education.12 Previous clubs had existed before this time, but they were
usually exclusive events not open to the public; the Cine Club de Lima actively
searched for members and almost immediately signed up close to eight hundred
subscriptions — a small number in comparison to the several million living in the
city, but a large enough population to merit continued interest in cinematic culture.13 Though attendance at the Cine Club de Lima declined throughout the
1950s and the organization dissolved in 1957, its presence brought together many
film aficionados. Indeed, the growing interest in movies in Lima beyond what
was shown in the commercial market in the decades to follow has been directly
attributed to Ruszkowski.
Affiliated with both the academic and the religious rigors of the Universidad
Católica, Ruszkowski stated in an interview: “my personal expectations [in stimulating film activity in Peru] were above all to stimulate a new attitude concerning
the cultural and moral phenomenon of film among Peruvian Catholics.”14 This
objective, educational both in terms of the medium and the morals the medium
could promote, was in fact a directive that was embraced among many in the
Peruvian Catholic Church, as evidenced in the 1956 celebration of the twentieth
anniversary of the papal edict Vigilanti Cura, which stated that the new medium
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of cinema could be most useful in promoting Catholic values. Vigilanti Cura, written by Pope Pius XI in June 1936, began by praising the activities of the Legion
of Decency, the entity in Hollywood that brought about the Production Code and
eventually the modern U.S. ratings system. While the primary goal of the encyclical was to establish Catholic censor boards around the world similar to the one
in the United States, the document also stated that film “should assist in the right
education of man and in raising the dignity of morality.”15 It is in this spirit that
many Catholics such as Ruszkowski and Desiderio Blanco became, through the
efforts of the OCIC, involved in the dissemination of film education around the
world. The potential educational virtues of media were also the focus of Pius XII’s
more detailed 1957 encyclical, Miranda Prorsus, which commanded national religious officials to “direct, organize, and assist the many educational projects which
have been begun in many countries so that, in this difficult and extensive province
of the arts, Christian ideas may be ever more widely spread.”16
Desiderio Blanco, a priest turned major progenitor of limeño film culture,
directly sparked this particular type of cinephilia, which would influence criticism
for decades to follow. While preparing a screenplay during his seminary years
in Valladolid Spain, Blanco started reading theoretical texts, particularly those
associated with Soviet montage (Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and the like), which led
him to more contemporary theoretical texts. Coming to Peru in 1956, Blanco
became involved with the very active Lima chapter of the OCIC by screening
selected “human values” films to children at Catholic schools throughout Lima,
an activity largely influenced by the Miranda Prorsus papal encyclical. Though the
program was short-lived, several future significant film critics — including Isaac
León Frías, Juan Bullitta, and Carlos Rodríguez Larraín — were first exposed to
this serious method of examining films during the large gatherings of school-age
students.
Only a few years later, these three young men started attending the Universidad Católica, the only private university in Lima. Although none of them were
considering a career in film at the time, all began to attend the various cine-clubs
throughout the capital founded in the early 1960s, many of them affiliated with
universities, a common practice in many countries. By the mid-1960s, cine-clubs
once again thrived in Lima, with many clubs often overlapping both in members
and sometimes films. To aid in this endeavor, in 1965, Miguel Reynel founded the
Cinemateca Universitaria, a consortium of university resources brought together
to collect films to be shown at the many cine-clubs throughout Lima, allowing a
permanent collection of films to be maintained in Lima. By 1963, León persuaded
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Blanco to give classes on film semiotics at the university, and by 1964 León, Bullitta, and Rodríguez had become friends who frequently debated the aesthetic
merits of the films. These three students then persuaded Blanco to help them
coordinate a year-long film series about American cinema from the 1930s to the
1950s for the Cine Club de la Católica. Every three weeks throughout the year, the
series showcased a different Hollywood genre (such as the western or the gangstar
film) featuring three example films. Most of the cine-clubs tended to show “art
cinema,” 17 a loose term applied to primarily European films of a certain “quality,” featuring films from directors such as Ingmar Bergman, Federico Fellini,
and many of the French New Wave directors (Truffaut, Godard, and so forth);
thus, while the lauding of particular Hollywood auteurs was by this point common among the Parisian cine-clubs (where Cahiers du cinéma extolled the virtues
of directors like John Ford), the serious consideration of the genre of the American
Western marked a significant and uncomfortable shift for Peruvian filmgoers. 18 The
significant debate among limeño cinephiles brought a considerable amount of attention to this particular club and divided older members of the cine-club scene (such
as Margarita Guerra and Gerardo Alarco) and the younger university students.
The film journal Hablemos de cine was founded in 1965 largely as a response
to those who responded negatively to the screenings of classic Hollywood features
at the Cine Club de Universidad Católica. Many other young cinephiles were invited
to the informal discussion following the films, but by January 1965, the only ones
consistently attending were León, Rodríguez, Bullitta, and law student Federico de
Cárdenas, along with the principal progenitor of all this activity, Desiderio Blanco.19
The founding members formed Hablemos de cine as something of a justification for
their interest in cinema that was not traditionally associated with the cine-clubs.

the cine-club de cuzco and Kukuli
One of the more notable Peruvian cine-clubs and the first whose members actually
produced film was founded far from Lima, in the Andean city of Cuzco. Having
become familiar with cine-clubs while an architecture student in Buenos Aires
and then while working in Lima during the early 1950s, Manuel Chambi helped
form the Cine-Club de Cuzco in late 1955. With only around 150 members, the
group was not so large as the Lima-based groups, nor did its programs feature such
a large variety, as it was difficult to bring films from the capital. While the group
dedicated a significant portion of its activities to viewing and commenting on
films, it also shared an interest in making films, an interest that stemmed in part
from the increase in foreign productions in and around the Cuzco region through-
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out the 1950s. For example, Victor and Manuel Chambi, the sons of famed local
photographer Martín Chambi, released a number of successful short documentary films in the late 1950s and Eulogio Nishiyama worked on the set of Jerry
Hopper’s Secret of the Incas.
The Cine-Club de Cuzco had important, lasting effects for Peruvian cinema
as a whole. Key was the learning trajectory from short documentaries to featurelength fiction films: after the boom of short filmmaking got under way in 1972,
this trajectory would prove to be the primary method of training for most filmmakers throughout the country. With titles such as Corpus de Cuzco (Corpus
Christi in Cuzco, 1955), Lucero de nieve (Qoyllur Ritti/Snow Star, 1957) and Estampas del carnaval de Kanas (Scenes from the Kanas Carnival, 1963), the shorts
generally depicted festival events from around the Cuzco region. The innovative
topics and fairly good technical control of images rapidly earned the shorts a
number of prestigious international prizes, bringing attention to Peru as a filmmaking entity for the first time. Significantly, many directors — Manuel Chambi,
Nishiyama, Luis Figueroa, César Villanueva — shared responsibilities; thus all of
these films credited “Cine-Club de Cuzco,” rather than a single director.
In 1961, the Cine-Club de Cuzco released the feature-length Kukuli (fig. 3)
notable for being one of the first films spoken entirely in Quechua, the language
common to the mountains of Peru (particularly around Cuzco), the film is a familiar tragic love story set in the mountains of Peru with a translated narration
spoken by Peruvian author Sebastián Salazár Bondy. The title refers to a young
woman sent by her grandparents to the city of Paucartambo with an offering for
the celebration of Mamacha Carmen, a synthesis of native and Catholic deities.
Along the way she meets and falls in love with a young man, Alako, but together
they meet a wizard who predicts death lies in their future. They arrive in Paucartambo and participate in the opening festivities, but an ukuku, a mythical
“kidnapping bear” embodied by one of the participants in the celebration, first
pushes Alako off from a bell tower and then absconds with Kukuli, eventually
killing her with a rock. The local priest informs the celebrants back at the town
that they must kill the bear to atone for the collective sins that have caused its appearance. Following the successful hunt of the bear, the spirits of Alako and Kukuli
are transformed through death into a pair of llamas, who nuzzle one another as the
picture closes. Though somewhat simplistic in its portrayal of the “naïve” Indians,
the film demonstrates a relatively sophisticated use of mise-en-scène with its impressive compositions of the Andean countryside and its clear narrative structure.
Considering the distance between Cuzco and the Peruvian cultural center of
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figure 3: Poster for Kukuli (figueroa/nishiyama/villanueva, 1961). courtesy of the filmoteca PucP.
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Lima, it is truly remarkable that the film achieved success and recognition not only
at home but also abroad.20 Along with several of the cine-club’s documentaries,
Kukuli was viewed at the 1968 Latin American film festival in Mérida, Venezuela,
and a festival in Karlovy-Vary, Czechoslovakia, in 1964, inspiring Georges Sadoul
in Les Lettres françaises to term the collective of filmmakers “the Cuzco school,”
proclaiming their vision and methods to be inspiring and innovative.21 Kukuli
was the first feature-length Peruvian film in more than ten years and became inspirational for filmmakers in the later part of the 1960s. The filmmakers would
part ways professionally, in large part becasue of infighting and the failure of the
second feature Jarawi (1966), but the sobriquet “Cuzco school” would remain.

the film Law of 1962
The Peruvian government did little to stimulate film production in Peru during
the 1940s and 1950s and most legislation from this period generally affected
only short documentaries and newsreels. In 1962, however, Law Decree 1393622
became the first law to directly influence feature film productions. The Film Law
of 1962 stated concisely that all nationally produced features would be free from
all taxes currently imposed on feature film exhibition. The law did nothing more
to encourage distribution, nor did it mandate or regulate exhibition in national
theaters.
While a noble first gesture toward the development of national cinema (and
providing the basis for the more effective Film Law of 1972), the 1962 Film Law
benefited only a small portion of local production companies. Three types of
movies resulted from the Film Law of 1962: the films of Armando Robles Godoy
and the Cuzco school; locally produced popular comedies; and, most significant,
international co-productions. These latter films did little, however, for local film
industries as most material and labor was imported from Mexico and Argentina;
in addition, most of these films did not enjoy much financial or critical success
within Peru. The Cuzco school unfortunately also met with unenthusiastic local
reception with their second and final film Jarawi (1965). The comedies, mainly
vehicles for television personalities, were wildly popular but scorned by critics;
nearly all these productions were one-time affairs. Only the work of Armando
Robles Godoy gained significant, sustained impact throughout the 1960s: buoyed
by a marketing campaign that emphasized the national identity, his first feature,
Ganarás el pan (You Will Earn the Bread, 1965), earned relatively kind reviews
from most critics and a modest financial success. Robles Godoy would become
the first major Peruvian auteur, continuing work with En la selva no hay estrellas
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(There Are No Stars in the Forest, 1967) and La muralla verde (The Green Wall,
1970), both of which garnered attention at international film festivals.23

Latin american film festivals, 1967–1969
In 1967, the fifth Viña del Mar Film Festival24 in Chile expanded its borders
and invited filmmakers from around Latin America to watch one another’s films
and compare working conditions. Though some of their works had been seen
in Europe, Latin American filmmakers had not yet had the opportunity to meet
one another, much less see the films that were rarely screened outside their own
national borders. Delegates of filmmakers, critics, cine-club directors and /or producers from nine countries — Bolivia and Mexico presented films, while Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela sent both delegates and
films — met to present the state of the cinematic climate from their own national
perspectives. The event began an active discourse among the practitioners of Latin
American cinema, who hoped to continue researching ways to ease film distribution between countries.
The film festival had a tremendous effect on Latin American filmmaking as
a whole, bringing to light the similarities in working conditions throughout the
continent. For the Peruvian delegation — composed of Cinemateca Universitaria
Peruana director Miguel Reynel; Hablemos de cine staff writers Isaac León Frías
and Federico de Cárdenas; and Jorge Volkert’s short film Forjadores de mañana
(Tomorrow’s Forgers, 1966) — the festival was a revelation that films produced in
Peru were far behind the new features flourishing throughout the continent.
Following 1967, two other major film festivals helped to solidify the image
of what would be termed the “New Latin American Cinema.” Yet these festivals
also exposed the disparate viewpoints of various national delegations. Previously
screened to overwhelmingly supportive crowds in Pesaro, Italy, the first part of
the polemic documentary La hora de los hornos (The Hour of the Furnaces, Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino, Argentina, 1968) debuted in Latin America
at the Mérida film festival in Venezuela in 1968. A scathing indictment of the
disparate realities in Argentine society caused by neocolonialist capitalism, the
film — along with the manifesto that followed it almost two years later, “Towards
a Third Cinema”25 — called for a different, militant filmmaking style and method
of production that worked against the hegemonic aesthetics of European or Hollywood cinema. Rather than constituting a negative component, technical deficiencies were declared necessary to achieve the raw aesthetics that would reflect
the Latin American reality. The film’s positive reception in Europe continued in
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Venezuela where many filmmakers seized Cine Liberación’s innovative ideas as
welcome signs of a continental filmic ideology.
By 1969, the next major encounter in Viña del Mar, Chile provided a showcase for a number of films from across the continent that reflected, if not explicitly
followed, the directives of Cine Liberación. Many seminal works of the New
Latin American Cinema were given their first international screenings here. Although the dominant atmosphere at the festival embraced the militant political
aesthetics espoused by Cine Liberación — epitomized at the festival with the now
complete three-part, four-and-a-half-hour La hora de los hornos — a vocal minority also expressed their concern with the idea of a uniform Latin American cinema,
particularly one that held such a militant stance. The Peruvian contingency and
prominent Chilean filmmaker Raúl Ruiz limited their critiques to the uniform style
of militant filmmaking: the former, within the pages of Hablemos de cine; the latter
with remarks at the festival itself.26 Hence, although the Viña del Mar festival of
1969 has been seen as concretizing the idea of politically militant filmmaking as the
defining force behind Latin American cinema, the festival also marks the separation
of the Peruvian cinematic tradition from the rest of the continent.

the coup of 1968
In October 1968, the moderate-rightist government of Fernando Belaúnde Terry
was overthrown by a military coup led by General Juan Velasco Alvarado in response to growing uneasiness from Belaúnde’s failure to bring true agrarian reform
to the country. In the turbulent history of Peruvian politics since independence,
the strong, selfish ruler was a familiar figure. The new leader was therefore unlike
anything Peruvians had seen before: neither shrewd nor charismatic, of low-class
origin and native appearance, not from the capital but from Piura, one of eleven
children who had worked his way up the military ranks and happened to be at
the right place at the right time. Velasco’s regime outwardly committed itself to
sweeping reform, mostly at the expense of the wealthy who had enjoyed advances
under Belaúnde. Except for the progressive socialist state of Cuba, the ideals of the
Peruvian “Revolution of 1968” were very different from those of other military
dictatorships that affected South America during this period, which were primarily rightist and rooted in desire for control. Nonetheless, by the time power was
transferred to Francisco Morales Bermúdez in 1975, Velasco’s government had
shown itself to be somewhat authoritarian, restricting freedom of expression and
maintaining strong government control over development. As an example: while
filmmakers did not feel direct effect of the government’s authoritative nature,
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the government’s nationalization of the press in 1973 significantly changed the nature of popular journalism, having a trickle-down effect on Peruvian art critics.

the film Law of 1972 (Law decree 19327)
and the short-film explosion
Many within the Peruvian film industry critiqued the ambiguous nature of the
Film Law of 1962 (which simply exonerated all national productions from paying any taxes) for not really stimulating local film production. This inactivity
would change by the early 1970s, largely due to the influence of director Armando Robles Godoy, who, as much as he was interested in his particular brand
of storytelling, also had a great desire to spark more Peruvian productions. In an
early interview with Hablemos de cine, he mentioned the dearth of film education
possibilities within Peru, and that anyone desiring such instruction generally had
to travel to a school abroad. Believing a local school outside the university setting
would help develop other filmmakers, Robles Godoy founded a small Film Workshop (Taller de Cinematografía) in 1968 that established several major short-film
directors over the next few years, including Mario Pozzi and Nora de Izcué, the
first female Peruvian director.
Robles Godoy was also one of the original members of the Sociedad Peruana de Cinematografía (Peruvian Society of Cinematography), an organization
that originally formed in 1967 to review and push legislation to establish a new,
more clearly defined and beneficial cinematic law. The organization published in
volume 34 of Hablemos de cine (March–April 1967) their declaration of principles along with a list of the board of directors, which consisted of most of the
major players in Peruvian film culture at the time, crossing lines of production,
criticism, and exhibition: Robles Godoy as president, Cuzco filmmaker Manuel
Chambi as vice president, critic Isaac León Frías as secretary, filmmaker Jorge
Volkert as treasurer, and filmmaker Luis Figueroa and director of the Cinemateca
Peruana Miguel Reynel as additional trustees. Considering that Hablemos de cine
had trounced Robles Godoy’s most recent film En la selva no hay estrellas only
one issue before, the journal editors had to distinguish their praise for the newly
elected president’s concerns about national cinema from their disdain for his aesthetic choices in his films:
As an organization, we shall greatly support the activities of the Peruvian
Cinematic Society. This is perhaps an ideal time to signal that any differences
between Hablemos de cine and the Peruvian filmmaker Armando Robles
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Godoy, president of this institution, are strictly based on aesthetic-cinematic
grounds, which should be obvious to our readers. Additionally, it seems
to us that Armando Robles Godoy is the most suitable person — as it was
also thought by the assembly of constituents that elected him, practically by
acclaim — to direct this most important institution of our industry.27
The Sociedad de Cinematografía Peruana formed during the rightist government of Fernando Belaúnde Terry and a preliminary law was drafted for Congress
within the year, but the hopes of immediate government assistance for the industry
would have to wait; Velasco’s military coup dissolved Congress in 1968. Over the
next three years, the Sociedad grew to more than a hundred members from all
facets of cinematic culture within Peru. In 1971, the Sociedad once again started
pressuring the government, this time finally getting an audience with Velasco
himself, who granted permission with the phrase, “I don’t understand a thing
about film, but I know that Peru needs to have a national cinema.”28 Velasco’s
exuberance for national cinema once again seems to go against what most Latin
American rulers thought during this period (though similar film laws were being
passed in other nearby countries such as Colombia and Venezuela).29
The new law, Law Decree 19327 (hereafter referred to as the Film Law of
1972), was much more explicit than the Film Law of 1962, adopting a rigid structure for determining national cinema, as enumerated in article 4-e:
A “Peruvian cinematic work” has the following requirements:
1. It is produced by the National Film Production Enterprise in accordance
with the definition of National Business laid out in Law Decree 18236;
2. The director must be a Peruvian citizen or resident for at least three years;
3. No less than 80% of the work must be filmed within national territory.
4. The work must be based on a work by a Peruvian author or the screenplay
must be written by a Peruvian;
5. The technical and artistic personnel must be proportionate for each production as delineated in this Law Decree;
6. The original version of the film must be in Spanish, Quechua, Aymará
[another major indigenous language] or other Peruvian dialects.30
This new law defines a “Peruvian production” mainly to prevent co-productions
from setting up a phantom production company to take all the profits out of
the country. Other aspects of the national cinematic culture, however, remained
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unaddressed, resulting in a considerably flawed law. In interviews published in
Hablemos de cine in 1966, when filmmakers were asked specifically to assess the
national situation, for example, easier access to foreign distribution had been
a key issue. Yet this access was not even considered in the creation of the law.
Government financing for fledgling or unrecognized filmmakers in the form of a
cinematic bank, similar to the Mexican model, was also not discussed. The Film
Law of 1972 dealt almost exclusively with numbers and funding, primarily benefiting companies that were already created and had some funding available to
initially make cinema on their own.
That said, two somewhat obscure articles within the law concerning exhibition became the most significant clauses, leading to the contemporary Peruvian
cinematic boom:
article 14 — A regime of mandatory distribution and exhibition shall be
established throughout the whole country to which each approved national
production will have recourse, based on the production’s quality, by the Cinematic Promotion Commission. Said regime shall be determined in the regulations of this law.
article 15 — The exhibition of films produced within the country by National Cinematic Production Enterprises that have adhered to the regime of
mandatory exhibition will be exonerated:
(a) — in the case of feature-length films, of all taxes and charges;
(b) — in the case of short films, of 25% of taxes and charges; and,
(c) — in the case of newsreels, of 10% of taxes and charges. The exonerations will be of exclusive benefit to said companies.31
To dispense with the legalese of these arguments: article 14 stipulated mandatory exhibition for nationally produced films that were approved by COPROCI;
article 15 specified that the already existing admission taxes levied on nationally
produced feature films would go entirely to that film’s production company, while
taxes levied on a film’s admission where a short film had been shown would give
25 percent of admission prices to the short’s production company. The law did not
immediately specify how films were to be assessed by the COPROCI, although
this omission would be rectified later in 1972.
Though the percentage of exoneration granted by the Film Law of 1972
would seem to favor the production of features, short-term benefits were found
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in the short films (cortometrajes). A Peruvian feature still had to compete with
technically superior films from Hollywood being distributed in Lima; given that
local tastes were mostly influenced by the latter type, Peruvian spectators tended
to remain wary of the former. A short film viewed before the Hollywood film,
however, could take advantage of that film’s higher box office and make a considerable profit. Such films were also far cheaper to produce.
As a result of this law, production companies specializing in short films
quickly materialized. For filmmakers, here was an amazing opportunity to refine
their skills to create product. Most feature-film directors of the late 1970s and
beyond experimented with these short films, including Francisco Lombardi, Augusto Tamayo San Ramón, Alberto Durant, Luis Figueroa, Luis Llosa, and Federico García.32 The process allowed for the filmmakers to experiment and even
fail as part of a learning process with little capital at risk. For audiences, however,
the influx of short films led to some frustration; the quality of these films was not
regulated and most production started solely to generate easy and fast returns,
As a result, most films were technically or narratively deficient but nonetheless
released for mandatory public exhibition as a “nationally produced product.”
The law was designed with the intention that the profits from these films would
be recycled into the creation of more films, potentially stimulating an industry.
Instead, many production companies merely cashed in their profits; the dearth of
feature-film production during the late 1970s indicates lack of interest in the longterm promotion of an industry. Filmmakers and aficionados correctly critiqued
the law for failing to benefit the industry even as it stimulated it economically.
The ever-increasing number of short films, combined with the finite number
of movie theaters, engendered a crisis the system could not accommodate: mandatory exhibition for everything. In July 1978, the market was saturated with
the annual maximum of eighty-two short films — and at the time, fifty more were
already in some stage of production. This glut caused a significant backlog in
exhibiting the shorts, meaning that production companies would have to wait up
to eighteen months to see any profit from their investment. The delay coincided
with a particularly unstable moment in the Peruvian economy. With the ideals
of the revolution fraying considerably and the country heading toward financial
crisis, Velasco was quietly ousted in August 1975 by General Francisco Morales
Bermúdez, a more right-wing military ruler, in a “bloodless” takeover. With most
natural industries (oil, fishing, mining, and so on) depleted or in ruin and the international recession that occurred in the late 1970s having its own effect on Peru,
there was little Morales Bermúdez could do to save the national economy other
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than to institute a severe austerity program. Production companies accustomed to
excessive spending could not afford to wait the year and a half to see the returns
from their shorts. Combined with plummeting cinema attendance, stemming in
part from the growing national economic crisis, the overproduction of shorts in
late 1970s forced a number of production companies into bankruptcy.

Muerte al amanecer and the films of 1977
The entry for Francisco Lombardi in the “Dictionary of Short Films,” written
by José Carlos Huayhuaca and published in Hablemos de cine 71 (April 1980),
began by declaring him “the most important filmmaker to have arisen from the
Film Law of 1972” (19–20). Alhough Robles Godoy had made more features and
Federico García was keeping the same pace of creating films, by 1980 Lombardi
was quickly becoming recognized as the premier director in Peruvian cinema.
His success also bestowed honor upon Hablemos de cine, as Lombardi had first
gained attention for his writing with the journal. If Cahiers du cinéma contributed
to the rise of the French New Wave by presenting François Truffaut, Hablemos de
cine did the same for Peruvian cinema with Francisco Lombardi.
Lombardi first published in the journal in volume 46 (March–April 1969),33
though his association with Hablemos de cine went back much further. Much
younger than the rest of the editorial staff, he was first brought to meetings in
1966 by Juan Bullitta, who had discovered him through a mimeographed journal
that he (Lombardi) had started on his own while in high school — similar to the
earliest days of Hablemos de cine. A 1967 visit to Lima by Fernando Birri, the
director of the Santa Fé film school in Argentina, prompted the magazine’s editors to encourage Lombardi (who was present at this meeting) to attend Santa
Fé to learn the craft. Upon returning in 1969, he joined the staff at Hablemos
de cine, this time as a participating editor, later becoming a critic for other publications, including Suceso and then Correo. Historian Ricardo Bedoya credits
Lombardi’s sharp, insightful critcism (along with that of Desiderio Blanco) for
bringing pointed film analysis outside the pages of Hablemos de cine to the popular press.34
The Film Law of 1972 allowed Lombardi to move away from criticism toward production by aligning with producer José Zavala and forming a lucrative
short-film production company called Inca Films. As with many of the directors
that would emerge thanks to the law, Lombardi noted in an early interview that
the short films were a way of gaining experience specifically to delineate his own
style:
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Robles [Godoy] and Arturo Sinclair have very clear, individual cinematic visions. They work in certain ways that make it possible to predict the nature of
their work to come. I am trying to resolve that mystery that is cinema on my
own terms and can only do that by actually making films. And I don’t expect
to arrive at any particular formula, where someone could predict beyond a
shadow of a doubt what a Lombardi picture will be like.35
Lombardi’s early filmography fluctuated wildly among genres and style and between fiction and documentary, serving as adequate practicum for the feature film.
Muerte al amanecer (Death at Dawn), Lombardi’s first feature film, was released
in 1977 and based on the famous 1955 execution of Jorge Villanueva Torres
(known as the notorious “Monster of Armendáriz”) for raping and murdering
a young boy. Although the work was the first major effort of a young, relatively
inexperienced filmmaker, Muerte al amanecer triumphed both critically and commercially, showcasing a high technical quality unique among the other Peruvian
films of the time.
Along with Lombardi, three other directors released their first features in
1977, marking it as the banner year for Peruvian filmmaking: January saw the
release of Luis Figueroa’s Los perros hambrientos (The Hungry Dogs), followed
by Jorge Volkert’s La nave de los brujos (The Witches’ Den) in March, Lombardi’s
Muerte al amanecer in May, and Federico García’s Kuntur Wachana (Where the
Condors are Born/Donde nacen los cóndores) in December. Unlike Robles Godoy
or Kantor, whose production experience began in the 1960s, all the new directors had had little previous filmmaking practice before making several short
films under the Film Law of 1972. The other three films, however, did not share
Lombardi’s box-office success. Volkert’s film was the most flatly rejected of the
four films, probably because of its misleading advertising campaign: billed as
“a trip around the world of magic and secret rituals,” La nave de los brujos
was actually a feature-length documentary whose technical merits unfortunately
mimicked those of the poorly constructed anthropological shorts that prevailed
in theaters.36 One of the three co-directors of Kukuli, Figueroa earned the label
of “indigenist” by critics for Los perros hambrientos’s allegedly perpetuating the
“most unfortunate” aspects of the earlier film.37 The more ambitious and political
Kuntur Wachana left a strong impression on local critics, particularly those from
Hablemos de cine, who recognized a direct relationship with Bolivian filmmaker
Jorge Sanjinés. While not a box-office hit, García’s film did reasonably well within
the Peruvian market; more impressively, it became the most-sold Peruvian film to
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commercial markets overseas. Both of these films were also invited to several international festivals, though not in competition, and García’s work miraculously
became the film most sold to overseas markets at the time, primarily to the Soviet
Union and other Eastern European countries.38

the return to democracy and feature films of the 1980s
The oppressive regime of Francisco Morales Bermúdez yielded to international
pressure to bring back democracy and the subsequent ratification of a new constitution in 1979. Democratic elections the following year resulted in the reelection of Fernando Belaúnde Terry as president. Belaúnde’s second term would
unfortunately be marked by the slow-spiraling economic downturn throughout
the early 1980s. The tremendous impact on the national currency, the sol, can be
measured in any number of ways; as this is a study of Hablemos de cine, a brief
examination of the continuously inflating price of the journal itself can be used as
a measure. Starting with volume 50 in 1970, each copy sold for 20 soles; volume
65 increased to 25 soles; volumes 66 and 67 to 30 soles. Volume 69 (1977–1978)
was published in July 1978, a full year and a half after the previous issue, with a
price of 100 soles.39 By volume 72, at the end of 1980, the price jumped to 400
soles; by volume 75 (1982), to 1,000 soles; and 2,000 soles for the next issue in
1983 (volume 76). The final issue, volume 77 in 1984, sold for 4,000 soles.
Despite the economic situation, a relatively fruitful cinematic atmosphere
among both spectators and filmmakers prevailed. The abolition of censorship
in any form, established in the Peruvian Constitution of 1979 (article 2, clause 4),
changed the landscape of Peruvian theatrical exhibition in the early 1980s. Several
European films that had been banned for years for a variety of reasons—including
Sergei Eisenstein’s Battleship Potemkin (1925) and the Spanish war documentary
¿Por qué morir en Madrid? (Why Die in Madrid?, Manzanos Brochero, 1966),
two films for which Hablemos de cine fought desperately over the years to be
shown — finally were screened theatrically. The main change to the cinematic landscape, however, reflected how permissive the new regulations became: banned for
years, pornography entered the Peruvian market and the largely male moviegoing
public rapidly embraced the genre, causing many movie palaces throughout Lima
to switch exclusively to pornography. As late as 1987, a poll conducted by the
newspaper El Comercio found that a large majority (41 percent) of the moviegoing population attended such theaters.40
Peruvian feature films maintained a steady stream of production, averaging
two per year between 1977 and 1992. The most notable feature common to all
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these works is that, with the exception of Robles Godoy, all features were directed
by people who had previously participated in the short-film explosion.41 Several
important first works appear in the early 1980s, including Abisa a los compañeros
(The Abyss of My Comrades, Felipe Degregori, 1980), Ojos de perro (Dog Eyes,
Alberto Durant, 1982), El viento de ayahuasca (The Wind of the Ayahuasca,
Nora de Izcué, 1983) and La familia Orozco (The Orozco Family, Jorge Reyes,
1983). Of these, “Chicho” Durant has had the most lasting career, having made
four films since then, all surrounding some aspect of crime and, in his later work,
corruption. Malabrigo (1986) follows a woman through northern Peru as she
looks for her missing husband; the very successful Alias: “La Gringa” (1991)
tracks the story of real-life prison escapee Guillermo Portugal while reflecting
the harsh realities of the contemporary situation in Lima in the early 1990s. One
of the very few Peruvian feature films to center around a black character, Coraje
(Courage, 1998) is Durant’s second biopic, this time of María Elena Moyano, an
activist working in the shantytown of Villa El Salvador who was killed by Sendero
Luminoso. Durant’s Doble juego (Con Game, 2004) features multiple storylines
concerning small-time corruption throughout Peruvian society and is notable for
being the first Peruvian feature to be invited to the Sundance Film Festival in
2004.42
Federico García and Francisco Lombardi, whose first films were released in
1977, continued to release films almost annually during a surprisingly productive period throughout the 1980s. García initially emerged as the more prolific
director, continuing his interest in Andean affairs with Laulico (1980), El caso
Huayanay: Testimonio de parte (The Huayanay Case: Partial Testimony, 1981),
Melgar, el poeta insurgente (Melgar, the Insurgent Poet, 1982), and Tupác Amaru
(1984). The most interesting of these films is perhaps El caso Huayanay, whose
use of the actual locations and survivors of a particular event once again was
compared with the work of Bolivian filmmaker Jorge Sanjinés, particularly his El
coraje del pueblo (The Courage of the People, Bolivia, 1971). The film examined
the case of Matías Escobar, a functionary who committed a number of atrocities
against members of the Andean village of Huayanay before being murdered, with
the community taking collective responsibility. The film then exposed the failure
of the legal system to meet the needs of the community. García’s next two films
are less experimental, falling into the genre of the biopic. Both of his subjects were
popular revolutionary figures: Mariano Melgar was a Peruvian poet who became
a revolutionary and was executed by the Spanish, while José Gabriel Condorcanqui took the name Tupác Amaru in one of the major Indian uprisings in the
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eighteen century. The struggle of the peasant worker against dominant society is
García’s signature theme through all of these films.
Francisco Lombardi’s next two films, Muerte de un magnate (Death of a
Magnate, 1980) and Maruja en el infierno (Maruja in Hell, 1983), solidified his
position as Peru’s most successful director, both in terms of box-office presence
as well as quality of filmmaking. Similar to García’s El caso Huayanay, Muerte
de un magnate appears as a critique of the social inequality prevailing in Peru
despite the regimes of Velasco and Morales Bermúdez; the film revels in exposing
the chaotic debauchery emblematic of the Peruvian upper class. As with his earlier
film, Lombardi chose to examine a real event, this time the murder of Peruvian
socialite Luis Banchero Rossi. With its grotesque depiction of a white character,
the film followed the events leading to the inevitable death of the fishing magnate
on New Year’s Day, 1972.
Maruja en el infierno marks Lombardi’s first adaptation, this time of Enrique
Congrains’ novel No una sino muchas muertes (Not One But Many Deaths). The
film struggled to get to the screen, primarily because of the sudden death of longtime Inca Films producer José Zavala. This delay nonetheless allowed the script to
be modified to reflect the contemporary economic situation of the country, making the film more immediate. The film centers around a young woman who makes
a living by washing bottles alongside a number of crazy, homeless people who are
being exploited for their labor; after falling in love with an amateur boxer, she
eventually runs away, freeing her fellow captives into the unsure streets of Lima.
The film enjoyed considerable financial and critical success, including praise from
novelist Mario Vargas Llosa.
In an interview following the release of the film, Lombardi was asked if he
was interested in adapting any other Peruvian novels; he replied that he would
love to adapt Vargas Llosa’s 1963 debut novel La ciudad y los perros (published
in English as The Time of the Hero), the first Latin American book to win the
prestigious Biblioteca Breve prize of the Seix Barral publishing house and therefore credited with bringing international attention to the Latin American fiction
“boom” of the 1960s. The novel was almost adapted several times during the
1970s, including one effort by Mexican director Luis Alcoriza; however, given
that the book explicitly treats the military in a bad light, any attempts under
either the Velasco or Morales Bermúdez regimes proved unsuccessful. After viewing Maruja en el infierno, Vargas Llosa gave full support to Lombardi and the
film was finally screened in June 1985. Though much of the fractured prose that
distinguishes the novel was necessarily stripped from the film, La ciudad y los
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perros follows an adolescent boy nicknamed “the Poet” during his final year at a
military academy when the death of a friend, “the Slave,” is covered up and not
investigated. Using the school as a microcosm of Peruvian social structure, the
film is Lombardi’s first scathing indictment of corruption as it permeates Peruvian
society.
Lombardi returned to aspects of the military with La boca del lobo (The
Lion’s Den) in 1988; the film this time, however, takes the perspective of troops
deployed to the Andean region held strong by Sendero Luminoso (the Shining
Path), the organization that terrorized Peru throughout much of the 1980s. While
the military aspects are somewhat derivative of other military films (such as Oliver Stone’s Platoon [1986] and most notably Michael Cimino’s The Deer Hunter
[1978], which also uses a game of Russian roulette as a climactic plot device),
Lombardi’s well-constructed, topical drama was the high point of Peruvian filmmaking during this period, lauded by both national and international critics, particularly for being the first film to confront the issue of Sendero Luminoso.
A number of other significant filmmakers entered the Peruvian filmmaking
scene with feature films in the latter half of the 1980s. The large majority of these
films seem influenced by Lombardi’s success through their choice of the crime film
as the dominant genre. Augusto Tamayo’s first film La fuga del Chacal (The Jackal’s Escape, 1987) and José Carlos Huayhuaca’s Profesión: Detective (1986) both
follow this trajectory with little innovation, reaping relatively profitable local
box-office returns, with the former reaching nearly one million spectators in
its run. García’s treatment of local Andean populations was also extended; for
example, Marianne Eyde’s feature debut Los ronderos (The Vigilantes, 1987)
presents the “good” poor people in Cajamarca going up against the “bad” rich
people. García’s thematic and stylistic methods were expanded upon most effectively by the collective known as Grupo Chaski, who provided a socially conscious approach to filmmaking with viably commercial narratives. Primarily directed by the triumvirate of Fernando Espinoza, Stefan Kaspar, and Alejandro
Legraspi, both Gregorio (1985) and Juliana (1989) focused on children trying to
survive within the ignored underclass of Lima. Gregorio (fig. 4) was filmed in a
quasi-documentary style evocative of Italian neorealism and, hence, might be seen
as a late entry of sorts into the continental movement of New Latin American
Cinema. Juliana, on the other hand, comes across as less confrontational, with
an air of hope — unusual for the year in which it was released. Although both films
did well at the box office, Grupo Chaski strayed from their original progressive
roots, firing two of the primary directors and entering into a distribution agree-
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figure 4: members of Grupo chaski filming Gregorio (1985). courtesy of the filmoteca
PucP.

ment with Federico García for the disappointing La Manzanita del Diablo; largely
owing to infighting and financial mismanagement, Grupo Chaski dissolved by the
early 1990s.43
The other major contribution to Peruvian filmmaking during the late 1980s
has been discounted in most national histories as not being Peruvian: the number of low-budget action films produced by Roger Corman’s U.S.-based Concorde–
New Horizons Productions. Corman entered the Peruvian market through director
Luis Llosa, who made several short films during the late 1970s (including a significant contribution to the 1980 omnibus film Aventuras prohibidas) and coordinated a number of highly regarded television projects (notably the police series
Gamboa) before directing the feature Hour of the Assassin in 1987. The film
starred Erik Estrada, featured locations throughout Peru and was shot entirely
in English; nonetheless Llosa retained local distribution and exhibition rights,
marketing the film locally as Misión en los Andes (Mission in the Andes). The
film’s success allowed his own production company, Iguana Productions, to turn
a major profit, becoming one of the few financially stable Peruvian production
companies. Llosa would direct three additional films for Corman in Peru and produce almost a dozen additional low-budget, exploitation thrillers in Peru. Llosa
himself secured more commercial productions in Hollywood in the 1990s; his
largest production, 1997’s Anaconda with Jennifer Lopez and Jon Voight, had an
estimated $45 million budget and was cofinanced with Iguana Productions.
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the end of the film Law of 1972
The disastrous economic and political policies of the first government of Alan
García led to the surprise election of Alberto Fujimori, who bested rightist candidate and author Mario Vargas Llosa in a runoff election. In order to halt what
had become a financial free fall, Fujimori’s government instituted major economic
stimulus packages over the next several years, largely buoyed by international
investment in a variety of national interests. In late December 1992, the Fujimori
government scaled back the two initiatives from the Film Law of 1972 guaranteeing mandatory exhibition — effectively terminating the law without actually
repealing it. Having come together as almost an industry over the last twenty
years, Peruvian filmmakers and aficionados protested in the streets for a reinstatement of these two policies, to no avail. Two years after the “repeal,” the
Fujimori government instated a new law (D.L. 26370) superseding the Film Law
of 1972; instead of concentrating on exhibition, however, the new law focused
on the production process, channeling resources to a screenplay competition for
seed money.44
Christian Weiner notes that “the reasoning behind the [new] law is no longer
one oriented around the concept of building an ‘industry’ as much as around supporting a cultural activity.”45 This fundamental difference explains also why the
1994 law did not stimulate nearly so much activity as the one that preceded it. In
mandating exhibition and returning a portion of ticket sales to short-film producers, the Film Law of 1972 employed a mechanism of self-generating the funds
necessary for production; the screenplay prize, however, required governmental
funding up-front with no provision for generating such funding in the future.
The idea for the screenplay prize emerged as a result of the contemporary global
context of GATT (General Agreement on Trade and Tariff) negotiations in 1993
when France proposed the notion of “cultural exception” applying to audiovisual
products — such as film — which needed “protection” as intrinsically national cultural elements.46 With little idea as to how to maintain funding for this endeavor,
however, the prize has not been awarded on a regular basis; even when films are
eventually made, the government has more often than not defaulted on the loans
to filmmakers, driving these filmmakers to transnational funding sources such as
Ibermedia and the Hubert Bals fund.
The immediate weakening and eventual dissolution of the Film Law of 1972
irreparably halted the trajectory of Peruvian filmmaking at the beginning of 1993.
The halting of mandatory exhibition stranded the two feature films already in theaters (particularly Eyde’s Shining Path–themed La vida es una sola (You Only Live
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Once) with very little hope of recuperating investments; with no paying venues at
all provided for short films, nearly all the production companies that had counted
on the funding derived from mandatory exhibition quickly went bankrupt.
The trajectory of Peruvian filmmaking slowed markedly with the dissolution of the Film Law of 1972. The 1990s seemed to offer only a continuation
of the cinema of the 1980s with the same directors producing the very few features that were released. During this decade no director that had not worked
within the short-film industry would release a film; thus, there was a distinct
absence of younger filmmakers. Instead, Francisco Lombardi continued with a
series of stylish films, often adapted from literary sources, though also moving
away occasionally from dramatic thrillers. His 1990 film, Caídos del cielo (Fallen
from Heaven), wove three intertwining stories through present-day Lima in a
black comedy examining how a middle-class couple must sell their home in order
to build a similar structure in the cemetery before they die. Sin compasión (No
Mercy, 1991) retold Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment in a modern, localized
setting. Although it is now considered one of his minor films, the dark work did
travel to a number of international film festivals and is notable for starring local
telenovela actors in leading roles — including Diego Bertie. Bajo la piel (Under the
Skin, 1996) cast Bertie in a supporting role for what is arguably Lombardi’s most
interesting picture: a psychological crime thriller set against an archaeological dig
in the northern coast of Peru. No se lo digas a nadie (Don’t Tell Anyone, 1998) is
based on Jaime Bayly’s sordid exposé of gay men among the upper class; starring
actors-of-the-moment Christian Meier and Santiago Magill, the scandalous movie
met with tepid reviews but outrageously successful box-office returns, successfully
beating the Hollywood feature Godzilla when it opened in July on Independence
Day weekend. Salvador del Solar and Angie Cepeda starred in the adaptation of
Mario Vargas Llosa’s Pantaleón y las visitadoras (Captain Pantoja and the Special
Service, 2000), yet another satire of the Peruvian military, this time following an
army captain who is ordered to create a floating fleet of prostitutes on the Amazon
in order to placate soldiers who otherwise suffer from low morale.
Lombardi’s most recent films maintain an interest in his constant themes of
corruption at the highest levels. Starring Giovanni Ciccia and Spanish actors Fele
Martínez and Lucía Jiménez, Tinta roja (Red Ink, 2000, adapted from Chilean
author Alberto Fuguet’s novel) tackles yellow journalism, as a young journalist
becomes embroiled in the preying techniques he is initially horrified at. Mariposa
negra (Black Butterfly, 2006, based on Alonso Cueto’s story) similarly targets
yellow journalism, but here specifically for being in the hands of Vladmiro Mon-
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tesinos, Fujimori’s real-life righthand man; set just before the fall of the Fujimori
government, the film focuses on a young woman who resolves to murder Montesinos after her husband is murdered and slandered for attempting to expose his
activities. Significantly for this most masculinist director, this film focuses on a
woman’s viewpoint instead of a man’s.

a new Perspective: Peruvian filmmaking in the twenty-first century
Lombardi’s most ambitious project of the twenty-first century remains Ojos que
no ven (What the Eye Doesn’t See), a complex, nearly three-hour epic of interlocking stories, all treating the subject of corruption throughout contemporary
Peruvian society — so contemporary, as a matter of fact, that the “Vladishow”
(the televised trial of Montesinos) is playing in the background of nearly every
scene of the film. Lombardi was one of the first Peruvian directors to embrace coproductions with Spanish companies (starting with La boca del lobo in 1989) and
to subsequently develop a considerable following among Spanish audiences. It is
thus significant that this film found little support outside Peru, instead gathering
money from a wide variety of private sources in the country. Finding little traction among Peruvian critics, the film failed with local audiences as well, perhaps
because of media fatigue with the “Vladishow,” perhaps because of the extremely
long running time of this very serious film. Even so, the film was selected as that
year’s 2003 representative for the Academy Awards.
In virtually any other year, a Lombardi film would seem to be the natural
choice as the most representative and/or best Peruvian film produced in a particular calendar year — often because it was the only one. As the Film Law of 1994
did not provide any further stipulations concerning exhibition, nor was funding
available for all filmmakers, feature film production remained steadily underdeveloped throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. Usually only a handful of feature
films were commercially released to theaters; moreover, the films that were completed during this period were directed either by already established directors or
new ones who had gained experience primarily through short films. If the level
of detail concerning Lombardi’s films above seems overstated, it is also true that
there are few other films made during this period that are markedly different.
Perhaps predictably, the largest divergence comes from Lombardi’s companion
auteur, Federico García — but his films from the mid-1980s onward failed to find
commercial audiences in the country, despite attempts at both broad comedy (La
Manzanita del Diablo [The Devil’s Block], 1992), science fiction (El forastero
[The Outsider], 2002) and, more predictably, the political biopic (El Amauta,
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2004, in limited release on video). Besides García, only Augusto Tamayo has
steered in a completely different direction in the 2000s, concentrating solely on
period pieces set during the colonial period in El bien esquivo (The Elusive Good,
2001) and Una sombra al frente (Crossing a Shadow, 2007).
It is worth noting the year — 2003 — that Ojos que no ven was nominated
for the Oscar. Because of the sudden and somewhat unexpected rise in Peruvian
production, ten feature films were released during 2003, seemingly heralding a
new era in national filmmaking much as 1977 had before. This particular year’s
productions are notable primarily for their diversity; in addition, an overwhelming number had been made by new directors with little or no experience from the
short-film production period.47 Sarah Barrow has noted that this surge did not
continue into the immediate future in terms of numbers of productions, in part
because of the Peruvian government’s defaulting on both the national screenplay
contest winners and on participation in Ibermedia.48 By 2007, the Peruvian cinematic feature film landscape featured both older, established filmmakers from
the short-film period — Tamayo’s Una sombra al frente, for example — as well as
younger filmmakers benefiting from international programs. As an example of
the latter, Claudia Llosa’s Madeinusa (2006) was completed with assistance from
the Sundance Screenwriters Lab in the United States after she received university
degrees in both New York and Spain. In 2009, Llosa’s second feature La teta
asustada (Milk of Sorrow) won the prestigious Golden Bear Award as the top film
of the Berlin Film Festival.

